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LA MANUFACTURE
Luizet – Sofa
Design by Luca Nichetto
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LA MANUFACTURE

As in a game that frees the imagination and
possibilities, Luizet is a modular sofa system that
invites to combine together various elements by a
distinctive geometry.
An arched angular piece, a central square and
a circular one, available both as a table and as a
pouf, are the foundation for a variety of settings.
Supported by a discrete and elegant metal frame,
the three modules can be juxtaposed and mixed
with the addition of cylindrical and rectangular
cushions for the backrest.
From a classic three seater sofa to a number of
wider and more complex solutions.

Design by Luca Nichetto

PRODUCT NAME
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LA MANUFACTURE

LUIZET
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LA MANUFACTURE

LUIZET
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LA MANUFACTURE

LUIZET

VARIANTS AND SIZES

2 seats
HS 425mm
Size: W1770xD890xH820mm

2 seats without pillows
HS 425mm
Size: W1770xD890xH585mm

3 seats
HS 425mm
Size: W2580xD890xH820mm

3 seats without pillows
HS 425mm
Size: W2580xD890xH585mm

3 seats
HS 425mm
Size: W2490xD890xH820mm

3 seats without pillow
HS 425mm
Size: W2490xD890xH585mm

2 seats + top (*)
HS 425mm
Size: W1770xD890xH820mm

3 seats without back
HS 425mm
Size: W1770xD890xH585mm
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LA MANUFACTURE

COLORS

LUIZET

LUCA NICHETTO

Italian designer Luca Nichetto is the Art Director
of La Manufacture.
Born in Venice in 1976, he studied there at
the IUAV, the Venice University Institute of
Architecture, from which he graduated in industrial
design. In 1999, he started his career designing
his first projects for Salviati using Murano glass.
He went on to collaborate with Foscarini as a
designer and consultant. In 2006, he established
his own studio in Venice, which specialised in
industrial design and design consulting. Five years
later, in 2011, Nichetto opened a second studio
in Stockholm, Sweden, where he now works and
resides.
Throughout his career, Nichetto has served as
Art Director for a number of international design
brands.

LA MANUFACTURE

La Manufacture is a brand where design and
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international
designers. Each collection will highlight worldclass craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and
enduring quality.

CONTACTS

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr

Upholstery:

Top:

Structure:

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Upholstery: Fabric or leather
Top: Verde Marinace granite/Emperador Silver dark/Emperador
Tundra/Red marble/Terrazzo Botticino marble or Noce Canaletto
wood.
Structure: Powder-coated metal, Cast aluminium legs

